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ABSTRACT 
Existing road and landing spacing models as-
sume that spacing affects only the costs of road 
construction and skidding. However, costs that are 
independent of production and fixed on the basis of 
time will vary with spacing when specified on a 
"per-unit-volume produced" basis and therefore 
should be considered in the model. Costs of this 
nature are labeled overhead, and considering these 
costs in the model will lower total costs. The rela-
tionship of overhead costs to spacing follows the 
same pattern as the skidding costs and can be added 
to the cost of owning and operating the skidder in the 
model. Overhead costs were considered in models 
pertaining to three unique sets of conditions: skid-
ding to roadside with a single road standard; skid-
ding to roadside with two road standards; and skid-
ding to a landing. In all cases, considering overhead 
in the model lowered total cost and reduced road 
spacing. Actual cost savings will depend on harvest 
conditions but can be significant. 
Key Words: Road planning, road spacing, economic 
models, costs, harvesting 
INTRODUCTION 
The spacing of forest roads can have a profound 
effect on the cost of harvesting and transporting 
wood. If roads are spaced too closely, the cost of 
building the roads will be prohibitive. If roads are 
spaced too far apart, the time required to skid wood 
to roadside or to a landing will be prohibitive. The 
basic layout of this problem is presented in Figure I. 
The objective of most road spacing models is to 
define, for a given system, the road spacing that will 
result in minimum total cost per unit of volume 
produced. 
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Figure 1. Basic layout of the road spacing problem. 
Formulating a road spacing model consists of 
expressing all relevant costs as a function of road 
spacing, adding these together, and solving for the 
minimum of this total relevant cost function. Differ-
ent harvesting situations require different road 
spacing models because of the mathematical rela-
tionships that characterize the situation. Therefore, 
it is important to state the assumptions that go along 
with the model so they will not be misapplied. This 
paper will analyze some of the basic cost relation-
ships that exist in the optimization of road spacing, 
then apply these to several harvesting and transport 
situations. 
ANALYSIS OF RELEVANT COSTS 
Relevant costs are costs in the system that are 
either directly or indirectly influenced by changes in 
road spacing. The objective of this analysis is to 
minimize the cost of producing wood (on a per-unit-
volume basis) by controlling road spacing. There-
fore, all relevant costs must be specified on a per-
unit-volume basis as a function of road spacing. 
Costs Directly Related to Road Spacing 
The most obvious cost that varies with road 
spacing is the cost of building roads. Spacing roads 
closer together on a given area increases the number 
of roads constructed, which increases the road cost 
per unit of wood volume removed from that area. 
This relationship is shown graphically in Figure 2. 
Road maintenance is another cost factor that is 
directly influenced by road spacing. The cost of 
maintaining roads increases in direct proportion to 
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Figure 2. Relevant costs and the optimum road spacing 
an increase in the total road length resulting from 
closer spacings. However, this effect may be ne-
gated by the proportionate reduction in required 
frequency of maintenance. Road damage (and 
therefore road maintenance) depends heavily on the 
number of truck passes over the road. Less frequent 
maintenance is required for closely spaced roads 
because there will be proportionately fewer truck 
passes on each road. These opposing influences 
should make the road maintenance cost essentially 
independent of road spacing. 
The cost of transporting timber over the road 
depends on the distance traveled. This distance does 
not change significantly with road spacing and is not 
considered a relevant cost. Therefore, the cost of 
road construction is the only cost in the system 
directly affected by road spacing. Other system 
costs are indirectly affected by road spacing because 
of their sensitivity to production. 
Costs Related to Road Spacing 
Through Production 
The most obvious cost related to road spacing 
through production is the skidding cost per unit of 
volume produced. The average skidding distance 
varies in direct proportion to the road spacing. This 
causes a proportionate change in the distance-de-
pendent skidding time and hence the productivity 
of the skidder. The skidding cost per unit of time 
(i.e., the machine rate) does not vary with road 
spacing. This is essentially a fixed cost. 
However, when this cost per unit time is 
divided by the productivity per unit time 
(which does vary with road spacing), the 
result is a skidding cost per unit of volume 
that is sensitive to road spacing. Figure 2 
illustrates this skidding cost relationship. 
The effect of this change in productiv-
ity on other costs in the system is less obvi-
ous. Assuming a productive balance is 
maintained in the system (maintaining bal-
ance is a required assumption in road 
spacing models; otherwise, attempts to 
optimize costs through road spacing would 
be futile), the productivity of the system 
will vary with road spacing in the same way 
as the skidding productivity. This relation-
ship causes an entire category of costs to be 
indirectly related to road spacing. Any 
system cost that is not tied to a particular 
productive operation (i.e., felling, process-
ing, loading, etc. ) and is fixed on the basis of time will 
vary with road spacing when specified on a per-unit-
volume basis. 
Using an example to demonstrate this concept, 
consider a shop building costing about US$250 per 
month or US$3,000 per year that is dedicated to 
serving a single harvesting system. This cost will 
remain the same, regardless of the volume of wood 
produced by the system in that year. If the average 
road spacing for that year is 300 meters, the system 
productivity might be 50,000 m3 per year, resulting 
in a shop building cost of US$0.06 per m3. If, how-
ever, the roads were spaced at 600 meters, the system 
productivity might drop to 30,000 m3 per year, re-
sulting in a shop building cost of US$0.10 per m3. 
Because this type of cost is independent of produc-
tion, it is sensitive to changes in production when 
specified on a per-unit-volume basis. 
Costs that are fixed on the basis of time and 
independent of production will be referred to as 
overhead costs throughout this paper. Examples of 
overhead costs are administration, bookkeeping, 
supervision, procurement, shop facilities, mainte-
nance equipment, fuel equipment, machine trans-
port equipment, and inventory. These costs are 
specific to each individual organization and, there-
fore, a general calculation method cannot be offered. 
Each cost must be analyzed and only the portion 
fixed in time should be considered overhead. Include 
only those overhead costs that are directly tied to the 
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harvesting system in question. Do not include an 
overhead contribution in the machine rate of the 
skidder to avoid counting this portion twice. Be-
cause the overhead costs are sensitive to the pro-
ductivity of the system, they follow the same rela-
tionship as the skidding cost (Fig. 2). 
System costs that are tied to a productive opera-
tion or that vary with productivity (such as stumpage, 
felling, etc.) do not change significantly with changes 
in road spacing (on a unit-volume basis) and there-
fore are not considered relevant costs. Of the three 
relevant costs identified, the road construction and 
skidding cost relationships have been recognized in 
virtually all prior road spacing model development. 
Overhead costs have not been previously consid-
ered. Therefore, the remainder of this paper will 
address how the inclusion of overhead costs influ-
ences several existing road and landing spacing 
models. 
SKIDDING TO ROADSIDE 
ON FLAT GROUND 
The classical road spacing model was formu-
lated by Matthews [5] to determine the road spacing 
at which the sum of the road construction and skid-
ding costs is a minimum. Lussier et al. [4] further 
refined this model by specifying the skidding cost in 
its basic form and adding a factor for sinuosity. 
Assuming that roads are to be laid out parallel on flat 
terrain with uniform timber and two-way skidding 
to roadside, the classical road spacing model is as 
follows: 
Total relevant cost=1 OR/SV + TFSC/120U (1) 










road construction cost (US$/km) 
road spacing (m) 
timber volume to be removed (mVha) 
variable skidding time (min/m) 
sinuosity factor (proportion of actual travel 
distance to straight-line distance) 
cost of owning and operating the skidder 
(US$/SH) 
average skidder load (m3) 
This model accounts only for the costs of roads 
and skidding based on the assumption that these are 
the only costs that vary with spacing. Considering 
overhead costs as discussed previously results in the 
following model: 
Total relevant cost = 
10R/SV + TFSC/120U + TFSQ/120U (3) 
Optimum road spacing (s) = 
(1200RU/TFV(C+Q))l/2 (4) 
where: 
Q = overhead costs (US$/SH) 
Adding these costs to the analysis will lower the 
optimum road spacing. The magnitude of this dif-
ference will depend on the amount of overhead 
involved and the harvest conditions (Fig. 3). A 
comparison of the two approaches using the param-
eters of a conventional forwarding operation in a 
northern hardwood poletimber thinning shows that 
including overhead reduces the optimum road spac-
ing (Table 1). For the conditions given, minimum 
cost for the classical model occurs at a road spacing 
of 409 meters. In contrast, minimum cost for the 
latter approach occurs at a road spacing of 274 me-
ters. This closer spacing results in a savings of 
US$0.23 per m3 for this example. Actual differences 
will depend on harvest conditions. 
TWO ROAD STANDARDS 
RUNNING PERPENDICULAR 
In a typical forest access system, timber is skid-
ded to low-standard, temporary roads for further 
transport by truck. These low-volume, temporary 
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Figure 3. Optimum road spacing as a function of 
overhead costs. 
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Table 1. Costs per unit of volume produced for roads, skidding, and overhead as a function of road spacing." 
Assumptions: 
Skidder cost (C) = US$28.50/SHb 
Sinuosity factor (F) = 1.25 
Skidder load size (U) = 4.8 m3 


































































Road cost (R) = US$4100/km 
Timber volume (V) = 120 m3/ha 
















are based on the results of a conventional forwarding operation thinning 
poletimber stand in Tomahawk, Wisconsin, February 
b


















a northern hardwood 
roads (Fig. 4). In this situation, relationships must be 
developed for the optimum spacing of both tempo-
rary and permanent roads. Two additional costs 
must be included in this analysis: the cost of hauling 
on temporary roads and the cost of building perma-
nent roads. Continuing the work of Bowman and 
Figure 4. Two road standards running perpendicular, 
skidding to lower class road from both sides. 
Hessler [2], Baldwin et al. [1] developed a math-
ematical model that applies to this situation. As-
suming that roads are to be laid out parallel on flat 
terrain with uniform timber and two-way skidding 
to roadside, Baldwin's road spacing model is as 
follows: 
Total relevant cost = 
10RKS2-SD/S1S2V+TFS1C/120U+ (5) 
10R2/S2V + H(S2-S1)/2000WP 
sl = ((10Rl/V)/(TFC/ 
120U-H/2000WP))l/2 (6) 
s2 = ((10(R2-R1)/V)/(H/2000WP))1 / 2 (7) 
where: 
51 = spacing of temporary roads (m) 
si = optimum spacing of temporary roads 
(m) 
52 = spacing of permanent roads (m) 
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s2 = optimum spacing of permanent roads (m) 
Rl = cost of temporary roads (US$/km) 
R2 = cost of permanent roads (US$/km) 
H = cost of owning and operating the truck 
(US$/SH) 
W = average truck load (m3) 
P = average truck speed over temporary roads 
(km/hr) 
When overhead costs are included in this model, 
the relationship for permanent road spacing remains 
the same. However, the relationship for low-vol-
ume road spacing becomes: 
sl = ((10Rl/V)/(TF(C+Q)/ 
120U-II/2000WP))l/2 (8) 
For normal ranges of each variable in this model, 
the influence of haul cost on the spacing of tempo-
rary roads will be very small. As the haul cost 
approaches zero, equation 8 approaches the rela-
tionship given in equation 4. 
As before, adding overhead costs to the analysis 
will reduce the optimum spacing of low-volume 
roads. Assuming the same variable values as the 
first example along with an hourly truck cost of 
US$50, an average truckload size of 50 m3, and an 
average travel speed of 8 km/h r on temporary roads, 
the optimum spacing of temporary roads is 416 
meters when overhead is neglected and 276 meters 
when overhead is considered. Again, considering 
overhead in the model will reduce costs by about the 
same amount as the first example. 
SKIDDING TO A LANDING 
Skidding trees to a landing is common 
in the United States (Fig. 5). Optimizing 
spacings in this case is difficult because of 
the complex relationship for average skid-
ding distance and the need to solve for two 
unknowns. Matthews [5] first formulated 
this problem and, due to its complexity, 
suggested an iterative approach to the 
solution. This method is inaccurate and 
time-consuming, however. Corcoran [3] 
used the mathematically correct relation-
ship for average skid distance developed 
by Suddarth and Herrick [7] to solve for 
optimum road and landing spacing. These 
solutions were independently verified by 
Peters [6] using dimensionless ratios. Pe-
ters' method represents an easy-to-use 
procedure employing tabulated dimensionless ra-
tios to calculate optimum road and landing spacing. 
Assuming roads are to be laid out parallel on flat 
terrain with uniform timber, two-way skidding, and 
adjacent landings, Peters' method of solution is as 
follows: 
Total relevant cost = 
10R/SV+TFDC/30U + 10,000G/LSV (9) 
where: 
D = average skidding distance (m) 
G = cost per landing (US$) 
L = landing spacing (m) 
1 = optimum landing spacing (m) 
Procedure: 
1 ) Determine the quantities R, V, T, F, C, U, and G. 
2) Calculate S = ( 3 0 0 R U / T F C V H / 2 , L = 
(300,000GU/TFCV)1 / 3 , and S/L. 
3) Use table 2 to determine s/L and 1/s given S/L. 
4) Calculate the optimum road spacing s = (s / L)L. 
5) Calculate the optimum landing spacing 1 = 
(l/s)s. 
When overhead costs are considered, the only 
part of the procedure that will change is to substitute 
C + Q for C when calculating S and L: 
S = (300RU/VTF(C+Q))1 / 2 
L = (300,000GU/VTF(C+Q))1 / 3 
Figure 5. Skidding to a landing from both sides of the 
road. 
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The ratios given by Peters (Table 2) will remain 
valid. Adding the overhead costs to the skidder cost 
in these models will result in a more accurate calcu-
lation of optimum road and landing spacing. Con-
sidering overhead costs in the analysis will lower the 
optimum road and landing spacings. When the two 
methods are compared using information for a cable 
skidding operation (Table 3), the total cost per cubic 
meter is US$0.08 greater when overhead is neglected 
than when it is considered. Actual differences will 
depend on the conditions encountered by the opera-
tion. 
The effect of overhead costs on the optimum 
spacing of roads and landings has been demon-
strated for three harvesting situations. This ap-
proach is considered to be more appropriate than the 
classical model to minimize wood cost. From a 
practical point of view, variation in productivity and 
cost for a given set of conditions will cause optimum 
spacings to vary. On the average, however, the 
model that includes overhead should result in the 
lowest cost. 
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Table 3. Effect of overhead costs on road and landing spacing for a cable skidding system. 
Assumptions: 
Timber volume (V) = 120 m Vha 
Road cost (R) = US$4100/km 
Landing cost (G) = US$75/landing 
Skidder load size (U) = 4.8 m3/cycle 
Road coefficient: 
Landing coefficient: 
Optimum road spacing: 
Optimum landing spacing: 
Average skidding distance: 
Total cost" (US$/m3) 
•' SH = scheduled hour. 
b









Variable skidding time (T) = 
0.0082 minutes/m 
Sinuosity factor (F) = 1.25 
Skidder cost (C) = US$35.00/SHa 
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